
AN YOU believe it’s 12 years since we were

invited by Racing for Change (or Racing for No

Change, as Mark liked to call them) to consider

whether we were ‘Bens’ or ‘Brians’, and if the latter, to

strive to be more like the former?

Incredibly, good money was paid by the BHA, and/or the

former Racing Enterprises Limited, to brand consultants

Harrison Fraser to assist in the marketing of racing, an

exercise which saw many racing enthusiasts branded as

Brians – ‘a bit boring, traditionalist, thinks he’s old

fashioned with friends who are loyal but talks in a language

others don’t understand, can be arrogant, but, when you get

to know him, can be fascinating’.

Bizarrely, Ben, ‘the perfect person for racing’, was

described as ‘approachable and athletic, younger-minded

than Brian, has travelled more, can talk as easily to a

grandmother as a teenager, is inspiring to be with, enjoys a

good time and is entrepreneurial when people are with

him.’ 

How, one wonders, did such patronising twaddle ever see

the light of day?

It was called to my mind by Laura Thompson’s

fascinating essay on p.10 of this Klarion and the recent

debate which has resurfaced regarding the marketing of

racing. 

N praising the Racing Post’s Lee Mottershead for his

post-Goodwood article attacking the ‘drink, drugs and

fighting’ culture surrounding some of racing’s major

meetings, Laura excoriates the laissez faire attitude of the

racing authorities. As she asserts, ‘resistance, not passivity,

is required’.

Laura also hits the nail on the head with two other

remarks. ‘Selling the thing itself has to be at the heart of

selling racing,’ she declares. 

It has to be all about the horses, and the magnificent

spectacle of seeing the horses race. And if we go down the

road of appealing too much to the wider public, the Bens, as

it were, waiting to enjoy a good time while they are being

inspiring, athletic and chatty with any on-course grannies,

we are in danger of alienating racing’s core support. ‘It is

ridiculous,’ she insists, ‘to displace a devoted army of

followers in order to attract one that is transient, fickle and

disengaged.’

Often, racecourses turn to non-racing events to

supplement their income. The issue of tacking on music

events to racing cards, for example, has been massively

controversial over the years. Racegoers are charged over

the odds to attend racing because the admission charges

reflect the post-racing entertainment; music fans are

encouraged to come early. Inevitably the experience for

both sets of fans is not ideal; facilities are oversubscribed,

racing fans feel taken for granted, and not all music fans are

enthralled by the racing.

It’s ironic that it fell to music agent Emma Banks, owner

of Lady Bowthorpe, to suggest that racecourses might wish

to host music events separately from racing cards. ‘Racing

has to make the racing attractive,’ she said in a recent

Racing Post interview. ‘Add the other stuff if you want to

but, first and foremost, concentrate on the racing.’

HE’s absolutely right, and racecourses must be

encouraged to look at ways of making their core

activity more attractive to the public.

First and foremost, in my mind, is where and when we

race and whether this is best suited to attracting people to

go racing. The fixture list needs to be reassessed, and, for a

change, not just from the perspective of how to maximise

turnover from betting. Radical decisions should be made; if

30,000 regularly turn up at course A, and 2,000 at course B,

why shouldn’t course B lose a fixture to course A? 

In this digital age, surely more could be made of the

images and information relating to the racing itself.

Especially on those courses where viewing can be difficult,

bigger and better ways of conveying quality images of the

races to audiences on course should be explored.

ND surely the time has come for much more

imagination in how races are framed, and not just

a constant diet of handicaps. At the end of the day,

what do they actually prove? Imagine football if the FA and

Premier League decided the Premier League would be run

on a handicap basis, and that the Top Six would give a two-

goal start to their opponents when playing at home, and a

one-goal start when playing away. Would the football

masses swallow that?
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’M LOOKING forward to the final meeting of the

inaugural Racing League competition, scheduled for

Newcastle racecourse on September 2. I’m not anxious

to see which team and jockey ‘win’ the competitions; rather

I am keen to see a proper assessment of the ‘pros’ and

‘cons’ of a competition which, in my humble opinion, has

failed to capture the imagination of the racing public.

As Charlie Brooks argued in his column in the Daily

Telegraph on August 9, headed ‘Racing League deserves

more than critics’ rush to judgement’, the time to judge the

success of this new endeavour is once it has been

completed.

However, I was intrigued to see that in his article, Brooks

described himself as ‘an early adviser on the project’. In

doing so he is perhaps selling himself short. On its own

website, Racing League is described as a trademark of

Championship Horse Racing.  

On a Confirmation Statement dated June 4, 2021 at

Companies House, Charles Patrick Evelyn Brooks is shown

as holding 2,632 Ordinary 1p shares in Championship

Racing Limited, at that time being the third highest

shareholder in the company.
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